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Why me?
An introduction

Through a mutual friend in 2013, I learned about the imminent publication of The Art of Rube Goldberg to which I said,
“that book needs an exhibition.” Subsequently I met Jennifer George, Rube Goldberg’s granddaughter, and presented my
idea, which she enthusiastically accepted. I offered the position of curator to a colleague of mine at Hunter College since I
am not a curator more accurately a curatorial instigator. Max Weintraub and I had worked well together on previous
projects and he was interested in the unique character of this endeavor. Ironically, his father decades earlier had edited a
film by Rube Goldberg. Once we were in agreement, I called David Furchgott, then President and CEO of International Arts
and Artists an organization that travels exhibitions. I had known David forty years earlier as the Director of the
International Sculpture Center. As a devoted fan of Rube Goldberg’s work, David was thrilled with the possibility of
touring an exhibition focusing on Rube’s drawings and process. He suggested I send a proposal to present to his exhibition
committee. I did and as they say, the rest is history.

In the 60’s the name Rube Goldberg was synonymous with cause and effect contraptions or the most circuitous way to solve a
problem. In either case the situation was always a humorous one. My early interests in drawing and humor lead me to making
cartoons, first at my high school weekly paper and later as a cartoonist with my own box at my college’s daily newspaper in 1968.
Nixon’s Three Part Campaign Strategy The Daily Beacon University of Tennessee 1968

Situations: The Execution, The DRUID, Winter Edition, University of Tennessee 1970

As a young artist, I was so intrigued with Rube’s contraptions that I developed
a few Rube Goldberg inspired ink drawings such as The Street Cleaner (1972)
and Daydream (1975). It is difficult to see, but Daydream is a collection of
construction sites infested with contraptions. Amazingly, a little over four
decades later I would meet and work with his granddaughter, Jennifer George,
on an exhibition celebrating not just the mind but also and more specifically
the hand of Rube Goldberg.

In the Beginning
The initial objective of this exhibition was to show Rube’s hand and by extension insight into his
thought and process, connecting his drawings to his inventions. This presentation will further explore
his drawings through example, context and contradictions, not only the influences he experienced
swirling around him in the hustle and bustle of New York at the beginning of the 20th century, but also
possible historical ones. It is my sincere hope that this brief discourse will leave the audience with
more questions than answers and a different lens through which to appreciate the work of the
multifaceted artist and genius, Reuben Garrett Lucius Goldberg, affectionately known as Rube
Goldberg.

1904

The works from 1904 exhibit a visual sophistication unusual for a 21 year old especially one, who was
virtually self-taught! Notice his use of pattern that directs the viewer’s eye around and through the
composition in rhythmic fashion; the corporeality or plasticity of his figures; his use of caricature; his
convincing sense of motion/movement and probably most importantly, his ability to suggest
personality simply through a figure’s posture. In many ways these four drawings forecast his future
endeavors including a few years in vaudeville.

And This Happens Everyday 1906

Rube’s first comic strip. The linear narrative has a long history in the visual arts. During my research, I was reminded of
the similarity between a comic strip and the predella panels of medieval altarpieces. Predella panels were narratives,
often sequential stories concerning either the life cycles of Christ or saints, especially local or regional religious
celebrities. Portraits of the patron and family members were frequently included. If one wants to view the development
of Western European painting, it can be seen in the predella panels where the artist was given more license to
experiment. These smaller panels were considered less important that the “big” picture.
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Raphael Young man asleep on the ground c.1504
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While visiting the Renaissance, let’s look at the origin of the word, cartoon, which comes from the Italian cartone meaning “cardboard”. Large
sheets containing the drawing would be transferred onto the wall designated for the fresco using a technique known as pouncing that pushed
dry pigment through the small contour holes of the cartoon leaving an image on the plaster’s surface from which the artist would work.

Rube Goldberg moves to New York City in 1907

Images of the New York City that Rube Goldberg would have seen. He arrives just in time for the Bank Panic of 1907
(market loss of 50%). Views of Wall Street, Canal Street west to Mulberry Street, Herald Square and Delancey Street west to
Essex Street in 1907.

Goldberg’s first job was as a sports cartoonist. In Foolish Questions, one gets a glimpse into his process with
the faint pencil marks under the ink. A good example of atmospheric perspective is seen with the figure in the
opposite court drawn lighter and with less detail. Notice in the two strips to the right how the placement of
contrasting tones develop a rhythm in the composition that underscores the main figure’s movement.

Using his observations at sporting events as a starting point, Goldberg employs ample
use of diagonals and asymmetrical placements combined with scale shifts to keep this
drawing perpetually active. It forecasts his work in animation five years later.

In contrast to the previous slide, diagonals here are used to suspend the seemingly weightless figure
in mid air. Goldberg achieves this by placing the figure overhead and off balance, drawn with crosscontour lines giving him less perceived weight against the contrasting silhouettes of the men
anchored below. Compositionally such juxtaposing creates a sense of buoyancy with the figure aloft.

In his Prescription to the Drug store, Goldberg combines elements of vaudeville with animation to produce
this gag line narrative that takes the viewer from a point of empathetic concern to being the butt of the
joke. It is a fascinating interweaving use of spatial systems to describe the pace and space of time.

In The Boob Family Short story about a Short Blanket, we see animation as a series of stills. Since the
viewer is engaged in completing the narrative, the experience becomes an active not a passive one.
This is the way the comic strips were matted when Max Weintraub and I first saw them.

Because Max and I wanted the viewer to have a glimpse into Rube’s process, the decision was made
to recut each mat exposing the “thoughts” as well as any notations in the margins of each drawing.

Other examples. With the margins exposed, the drawings could be seen
as documents or archives of the past, which of course they were.

“Almost everything I see or hear is useful in one way or another as containing
an idea for a picture. I can never find anything in the news columns that helps
and almost never anything in a book. It is what you see from day to day and
what you have been seeing and remembering all your life that provides the
stock in trade.”
Rube Goldberg

This was a period in New York City’s history in which amazing changes were occurring
socially, culturally and economically. For an astute observer like Rube Goldberg, the
stimulation must have been delightfully overwhelming. As a commentator on human and
social behavior and one who literally drew from the sources around him, Rube is in the
company of such Renaissance masters as Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Bruegel the Elder.

Both Bosch and Goldberg built their visual glossary by observing the people.

Hieronymus Bosch study of cripples
Collection: Graphische Sammlung Albertina, Vienna

Rube Goldberg Head Studies

Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

Hieronymus Bosch

The Haywain Triptych c.1516

Collection: Museo del Prado

In Bosch’s Haywain Triptych allegorical interactions are occurring on a shared picture plane creating the illusion of a unified setting. Most of the
symbolism employed in these intimate narratives was based on contemporary vernacular, much of which has been lost in time.

In Goldberg’s drawing circa 1911, the scene, a montaged cityscape, is suggested not depicted
with various characters interacting over a related theme significant to social issues of the day. As
with Bosch’s intimate exchanges, some of the meanings from a century ago are lost to us today.

With these two examples one street scene (Don’t Let Business Interfere With Miniature Golf 1925), the other an interior
(Their First Steam Heat-The Biggest Event of the Year circa 1918), Goldberg like Bosch combines various episodic
activities occurring at different times in a shared pictorial space. In the top cartoon, the space is rendered by
incorporating both atmospheric and linear perspective systems, while the lower one shows the influence of a stage set.

Pieter Bruegel the Elder The Peasant Dance 1567 Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria

Less verbal, more pictorial, Bruegel also illustrates issues of the day in an urban setting constructed with intimate interactions under a canopy of
a village celebration. Notice the similarity in the central running figures in The Peasant Dance and in Goldberg’s earlier city montage from 1911.

The Weekly Meeting of the Tuesday Ladies’ Club (March 12,1918) is different from his
two previous drawings as the figures are all occupying the same time and space, but
separated by intimate conversations similar to Bruegel’s, The Peasant Dance.

war machines c.1500
Annibale Carracci c.1590
Leonardo di Vinci c. 1490

Noticing Rube’s frequent use of caricature, I will take this opportunity to briefly segue into the origins of caricature. Leonardo is often cited
as an early practitioner of caricature, but it’s Annibale Carracci along with his brothers Agostino and Ludovico who are generally credited
with inventing the caricature in the 1590’s. The word comes from the Italian caricare, which means to exaggerate or distort elements or
physical characteristics. Remember Leonardo like Goldberg was a tireless observer, inventor and engineer, who was also left-handed.

In this cartoon from 1913 (Breaking Even: The Only Way Men Can Get Square with the Woman Who Keeps on Her
Hat in the Theater), note how the folly of the hat style is matched with the character to complete the parody.

Here Goldberg relies on conventional or an almost “every-person” likenesses and
appropriate costume with corresponding names that bring the character to life.

In If You Want to Hold Your Girl Don’t Compete with a Restaurant Orchestra (circa 1918) one can almost hear the racket caused by a cluster of
“musicians” obviously trying too hard. This agitation is achieved with an assortment of flat black writhing contortionists positioned at
arresting diagonals pitted against the startling patterns of the isolated couple. The result is a precarious compositional balance establishing
the drawing’s visual tension.

Goldberg is a master at gently moving the viewer in a meandering route in, through and around the room
enjoying the patterns, textures and idiosyncrasies as well as shamefully listening in on private conversations.

An interesting comparison can be made between the way in which Goldberg constructs a narrative and that of the
contemporary strip in the following slide. In Goldberg’s The Weekly Meeting of the Tuesday Ladies’ Club (1917) the viewer
moves in a serpentine manner through out the composition experiencing the space volumetrically and in time. In the
following strip the viewer travels laterally in a shallow space. Notice the female character on the far right with a strong
resemblance to Olive Oyl, who will make her debut two years later in “The Thimble Theater” comic strip by E. C. Segar.

Baron Bean by George Herriman 1917

On Artists and Modern Art

“My idea of an artist was a fellow who loafed the greater
part of the time, and, when he had nothing better to do,
hung around street corners and asked people for quarters.”
Max Goldberg, Rube’s Father

Max Goldberg was the Police and Fire Commissioner of San Francisco.

The Armory Show of 1913 set the stage for New York City to become the art center of the world decades later. It was a time teeming with activity
and rapid change culturally, socially and economically. For someone with little formal training, Goldberg understood rules of composition, the
dynamics of space, implied motion, the illusion of weight and the descriptive power of line. In the top drawing notice the slight imbalance that tilts
ever so slightly giving a visual tension to the composition. He ingeniously plays textures and patterns against open white spaces to achieve this
imbalance. The viewer is given a vantage point from an imaginary mezzanine not only to have a better view of the room, but also to underscore a
visual anxiety. The lower panel continues the stereotypical and often misunderstood ideas about art and artists, which continue today.

New York Times critic described Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase, No.2
as “an explosion in a shingles factory”

Marcel Duchamp
Nude Descending a Staircase, No.2
Oil on canvas 57 7/8 x 35 1/8” 1912
Collection: Philadelphia Museum of Art

J.F. Griswold’s The Rude Descending A Staircase (Rush Hour At The Subway)
New York Evening Sun March 20, 1913

Self-explanatory

I am particularly fond of the drawings from this period (1919) due in part to how well crafted they are. Goldberg’s articulated line with his
suggestion of textures and surface form a harmonious interplay of patterns that aid in supporting the narrative. Like Ingres, Goldberg controls
when, where and how long to look. Both artists achieve this manipulation by employing different marking systems within the same drawing.
Notice both women are in finer detail, more naturalistic, while the men are simply cartoons. Looking into the crowd, the male caricatures lose
detail as they fade into the distance.

The Architect Charles-Victor Famin Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres 1836
Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art

Ingres famously manipulates the viewer by employing three separate marking systems that
move the viewer throughout the composition always returning the viewer to the subject’s eyes.

Shared commentary on a popular and often misleading understanding of non-representational “Modern” art.

The visual influence of stage and screen in both composition and narrative is obvious in
Goldberg’s work. This strip is interesting because of the unique vantage choices
employed in each frame while Goldberg pokes fun at the latest cultural technology.

The varying heights of the men walking in the tunnel create an undulating motion that both move one’s
eye through the tunnel while referencing the type of creature that inhabits such passageways. The twofold
nature of his commentary is underscored by the tunnel’s double image as both an underpass and a “smile”.

This strip from the mid-1920’s is a good example of how Goldberg’s placement of patterns create an accordion-like movement through a
narrative not unlike those occurring in Asian folding screen paintings. Goldberg’s compositional shifts moving the two figures closer to the
audience thus ending the scene or "finding your light” also references his staging knowledge of Vaudeville, where he performed between
1910-1915, playing the Lyric Theater on its opening night in January, 1914.

REPLAY: Ideas revisited

“What are you going to do with it?” c.1915

“Astronomy is becoming popular ”

1925

In the top drawing the night sky appears more like a stage prop than the infinite space illusion that he achieves below.
The complexity if not the sophistication of the telescope image has also developed in the decade since the first strip.

Professor Butts: Invention Drawing (Screen Door) 1931

Professor Butts: Invention Drawing (Screen Door) 1950’s

In the twenty years between these two concepts, Goldberg has moved from pen to
brush with more suggestion and less articulation; a paring down to the essentials.

Sketches, the hand behind the man

An exploration of Goldberg’s process and idea development

A couple of preliminary drawings that illustrate his process.
Collection: Bancroft Library at UC Berkeley, circa 1918.

Recto

Verso

In the 15th and 16th centuries double sided drawings were commonplace due to the scarcity and
expense of paper. So why did Goldberg draw on both sides in the mid 20Th century? Was it due to
capturing the moment or perhaps wanting to record an idea on paper before it vanished, or could it
have been visual shorthand to refer back to later when he had more time to develop the idea?
Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni
1475-1564

Studies for the Libyan Sibyl (recto)
Red chalk

ca 1510-11

Studies for the Libyan Sibyl and a small Sketch for a Seated Figure (verso)
soft black chalk, or less probably charcoal

Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art

The following studies are from the collection at the Williams College Museum of Art, though not dated they are
probably from the 1960’s. They do however give us an opportunity to view many areas of interest on which Rube
Goldberg had continued to focus since the beginning sports, implied motion, plasticity and caricature.

Studies circa 1960’s

Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

Recto

Verso

Besides being the most difficult parts of the human anatomy to draw, hands and feet are one of the most
studied body parts since the Renaissance. Artists who could not master these extremities either left
them out of the composition or placed them in shadow. Look the next time during a museum visit.
Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

These studies give one a sense
of how his ideas developed
specifically his inventions.
Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

Thoughts on paper.
Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

An idea starts as a gesture, which is action documented in time.
Collection: Williams College Museum of Art

From 1954 on there is a change in his process and style, which is more reflective of the period. His
line is fluid coming from a brush instead of a pen, calligraphic instead of articulated.

In closing I will leave you with Rube’s design for the “Reuben” given to the Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year along with Peter’s McPlaster’s
contribution from the 1920’s, showing again how Goldberg often revisited earlier ideas. In addition to the many comparisons of Rube Goldberg
with masters like Bosch, Leonardo and Ingres, one can easily see him as the visual equivalent to such American humorists as Mark Twain and
Will Rogers as he parallels the narrative traditions of American artists, Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood. I hope this presentation has
broadened your understanding of The Art of Rube Goldberg and in so doing will enrich your exhibition experience.

